
“It is by means of theater that ceremonies are performed, a theater brimming with 
allegoric riddles and hints, and the characters being portrayed, rather than being alive, 
ordinary, and tangible, are abstract ideals. If these characters are not wearing a mask, 
they usually have on heavy make-up; when the performance requires them to dance, it 
is as though they are dancing inside a temple. By their mysterious movements, they are 
in fact engaged in performing an extended, vocal form of prayer, like monks of a divine 
order, who do not reveal their own stories, but speak sincerely of a reality that they 
consider much superior to themselves.” Bahram Beyzai.  
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Eastern Performance Traditions 
Visual,	physical, sensual,	ritualistic,	rhythmic,	
stylised,	non-literary,	sensory,	participatory, non-
Aristotelian.	
 

Codified facial expressions, 
gestures etc should produce 
emotions (rasas) in the 
audience, but performers 
should not lose themselves in 
the moment. NB – Brecht’s distancing 

technique was for the 
benefit of SPECTATOR. 

 

Western Performance Traditions 
Intellectual, narrative logically sequenced, 
naturalistic, literary, intellectual, scripted. Spaces 
– stage separates actor from audience. Also 
separation of body and voice. 

As a teacher you have to work with an awareness of your students’ cultural 
backgrounds.  Imposing emotion memory on a student from the Indian sub-continent 
may produce confusion and/or discomfort. Equally, Western students, drawn to 
naturalism, may feel that the introduction of psycho-physical training is outside of their 
comfort zone and resist the techniques, as in: “yoga is just ‘weird’”. Or they are 
impatient, as in: “What is the point of all this? Can’t I just do the acting bit?” 
 

However - A level students LOVE Artaud as well as 
Immersive and physical theatre practitioners (eg Punchdrunk and  
Frantic Assembly)   .. . . . .  is this something to do with  
youth?!  

POSSIBLE TECHNIQUES 
 

Mask, chanting, stylised movement, dance, 
shadow puppetry, focus on gesture and rhythm, 
yoga . . .  
 

PSYCHO-PHYSICAL 

Stanislavski-based – 
the magic ‘if’ and 
emotion memory: the 
performer is required to 
channel authentic 
feelings which affect 
the audience. 

Stanislavski-based – 
the magic ‘if’ and 
emotion memory: the 
performer is required to 
channel authentic 
feelings which affect 
the audience. 


